The Paradox of National Flags

Flag of The Moroccans and Flag of The Moorish

Every Moorish American Needs To Know They Are A Part and Parcel Of A Clean And Pure Nation. Without This Knowledge They Are Strangers On Earth. All Must Learn The Vexillogy of National Flags Because It Was Their Ancient Forefathers Who Made The First Flag On Earth. The Moorish Should Be Masters Of National Flags, Current Myths, Jurisdictions and Sovereign Acceptances. Also The Moorish Must Know Without Linking Themselves With The Other Nations Of The Earth, They Will Continue to Have No Freedom Under Another Man’s Flag. There Are Just Reasons Why You Will Not See Any Government Into The Courts Of Another. Here The Moorish Americans Will Learn There Are Three Flags They Should Not Prioritize Before Hoisting Their Own National Flag.
The Moorish Peoples, now transitioning from 520 years of Slavery into national freedom, have been heavy laden with fear, doubt and disbelief. These illusions and myths have led to mental slavery, disunity, lack-of-trust and severe cases of the ‘Stockholm Syndrome.’ Today, they are the only nationless, unknown and unrecognized peoples buried in the Western World under the slave labels of Negro, Colored People, Blacks and African-Americans (NBC). Although they are estimated to be a census of nearly 60-million, these descendants of former slaves still remain the world’s greatest controversy and mystery. Who are they? Why are they not a nation? Where is their flag, Land and Government etc. etc.?? Now The Moorish American Government proudly raises the Divine and National Flag of the New Moorish American Nation. We welcome the long prophesied return of all Moorish Americans, families, Tribes and Nations of the Americas and adjoining islands. These are those who now saved, to forever be one Nation under The Great God. They have been ransomed from the perils of the lowest depths of Denationalized Slavery ever imposed upon any member of the Human Family. These enclosed historical notifications ask you the reader to join in and support this magnanimous acceptance and the Moorish international welcoming return into the human family of nations. The mighty name “Moorish” means ‘Navigator’ and now combined with a Theocratic Government formed “these are the comity of Moabites, Hamathites and Canaanites. Collectively these ancient ones are those who received permission from the pharaohs’ of Egypt to form kingdoms in northwest and southwest Africa. Their earlier kingdoms are called to this day Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, Ghana, Congo, etc. Yet, it was also the Moorish that first civilized the ‘garden of Eden’ and the holy lands of Canaan e.g. Asia, India, Japan and China and became known as “The ‘Torch Bearers of Civilization.” In later years, after 375 years of being enslaved in the American homelands and an additional 145 years of Mental Slavery, the Free National Name of their modern descendants became “Moorish American.” The name ‘Moorish’ originated from the descendant nature of the ancient Moabites and ‘American’ because of their aboriginal and indigenous status to the Continental Americas; hence derives the true and divine name “Moorish Americans.” So, exactly what is the great misunderstanding between the two national Flags???

“What Your Forefathers Were, You Are Today, Without Doubt Or Contradiction. There Is No One Who Is Able To Change Man from The Descendant Nature Of His Forefathers; Unless His Power Extends Beyond The Great Universal Creator Allah Himself.” Noble Drew Ali

The true history of The Moroccan Flag and now its Mother flag, The Moorish Flag, has been covered in mystery and ages of darkness. Their rightful owners, the noble Nationals extracted from North West and South West Africa, have been denationalized and misnomered. Today, they are largely labeled and accepted as Negroes, Blacks, Colored and African Americans (NBC). Yet, this fragmented, powerless and Nationless People are the true possessors of a lofty heritage and most glorious prosperity to be revealed unto the Human family. The problem is their true status and contributions of wisdom, yet to be taught to the world, is considered as “New.” Still, it is quite normal for a people, freshly freed from slavery, to be apprehensive of ‘new’ possessions. The Honorable Noble Drew Ali said: “In the promotion of plans for the betterment of mankind, there has ever been some kind of opposition. And strange as it may seem, such opposition has come from sources where there were no ideas or the lack of courage to force attention to ideas. Whether in church, state or the social community, any attempt to do anything out of the usual way, seldom fails to receive criticism. Not because the course cannot be pursued legally or that it is unreasonable, but because it has been considered in terms as ‘NEW.’ A beggar people cannot develop the highest in them nor can they attain to a genuine enjoyment of the spiritualities of life ... It is a sad weakness in us as a people that we have withheld the very encouragement, support and patronage that would have made some of our worthy business ventures a grand success. And worst of all, have joined in the condemnations of them when they failed.”
It is also a cancerous weakness fed to young Moorish Americans which makes them assume the Flag of Morocco is The Moorish Flag and the same flag is over ten thousand years old.” Worst still “The Moorish Flag” (Referred by Noble Drew Ali’s Questionary 19, 20 & 21) on some occasions is propagandized to be a ‘New’ or “Pleasant-Bey Thang.” To those who think this way, your thoughts are wrong – you have been deceived. Research the records and discover the Flag of Morocco is not over 500 years old and The Moorish Flag is not new. Through the grace of The Great God, all wrongs can be up righted when thoughts are raised to infinite wisdom. We ask each Reader to sojourn with this educational document into the ordained duty of a Prophet to resolve these myths and mysteries. We are not here to harm but to educate, grow and be the Truth.

After averaging about four hundred years in slavery there has always been a paradox in the psychic of the freshly freed People. The ‘free thinking’ of sudden independence can as easily open new doors of fears, doubts and distrust as opportunity, assurances and faith. The Holy Prophet of Ali described the 150-year lull between the Abolishment of U. S. Slavery and The Moorish Americans “Coming into their own as a nation” as “Mental Slavery is the only slavery you have now.” There has been a little reluctance, fear and confusion amongst a few Moorish Americans about the re-introduction of “The Moorish Flag”; through The Swift Angel. Most of this opposition comes from my Brothers and Sisters who have been lying in the fraternal beds with European Freemasonry and eating previously prepared meals of Greek-Roman Words for Sororities. Know, not withstanding, these Orders are Gods of Europe, prepared by their forefathers for their earthly salvation. These gods are made of air and clothed in the shadow of a thought. They are family-less secret societies that possess no ears to hear, no eyes to see, no heart to sympathize and no power to save. Freemasonry, though not a religion, is guised to the hoi polloi as the Church and Christianity by those that accept their teachings. Yet, it was never designed with the freedom of Africans in mind. Evidence of this exists today in the form of sixty million Moorish who still believe they are Negro, Black and African American. From Prince Hall of the first Negro Masonic Order to the present day Grand Masonic Science Temples of America whom have been claiming to be free, ancient and accepted while remaining Nationless, without autonomy or sovereign powers. Truth be told, no one is independent while flying another man’s flag. When any social order tells the mentally enslaved NBC they are free, yet still leaves them as NBC, it has simply lied to them.

These few Moors, whom I hold dear to my heart, have grossly underestimated the power of old Jubelum’s Setting Maul. It took more than a ‘Sunday Punch’ to KO an African God and knock him silly into a 400-year coma. It is at the very height of foolish thinking to swear allegiance to anyone clever enough to give himself the title of “God” yet no power to save. Notice how careful Europe was to be certain African Gods were fully comatose before they assumed the station of ‘God.’ Yet today the NBC believes the U.S.A. would teach a slave to be greater than his master. The foundation of the entire African Slave Trade rests upon European Western Free Masonry. Its laws alone, including the fork-tongued 14th and 15th Amendments, have kept the Moorish buried as a people after pretending to have abolished slavery. The majority of the Grand Sheik Moorish Leaders, who have been sworn Masons since 1929, have buried their separate groups deeper into this shallow grave of denationalized “Nationless-ness Memberships.” This is why the Moorish have not been able to come to grips with the master word U-N-I-T-Y in their ‘One Free National Name’ (Moorish American). This Author is not making radical speeches or apologies about the World’s largest Secret Society. Indeed, Western Freemasonry has more than fulfilled its Chartered intentions for the paleskinned nations of Europe. What I am bringing to light is the fact all those African descendants who have been and are looking into the orders of Freemasonry for their freedom, maybe, perhaps might be on the right track … but are surely headed in the wrong direction!

Moorish Peoples please Wake up!! Stand up!! Our unconscious NBC Masons have been scratching-digging-and-flashing signs for longer than The United States has been made official on this
Continent and yet not one of them has a pot for freedom to pour peace in or their own sovereign land to pour it out on! They have served the Gods of their oppressor, become more Christian than a European and learned the Bible better than the Greeks who wrote The Septuagint. And they are still not known or accepted as a nation. In fact, these Mental Slaves have eaten everything about that Capricorn Lamb except its secret (which is the true identity of the so-called NBC) and still can’t tell they are eating Goat!!! Anyway, these Secret Societies have nothing good to offer into a clean and pure nation. Sadly, history bears witness “due to the fact that we honored not the creed and principles of our forefathers is why the nationality of the Moors was taken away from them in 1774 for straying after the gods of Europe of whom we knew nothing.” One who sees the paradox of the Moorish would have to ask a basic question: What does one who is fresh out from slavery truly know about nationhood? A Divine Constitution? A free national name? They have yet to learn “Without being a Nation a boy will not be a man nor will a girl ever become a woman. A Nation must have it own flag so again we ask… what kind of flag is the Moorish?

Only Noble Drew Ali, nothing, nobody and no one else, brought the Moorish solutions to their problems. These problems can be solved because there is no failure for the human soul. Drew Ali not only taught us how to solve the fix but also gave us Seven Divine Ways to Act as we go about the Divine and National Movement. Meanwhile, the paradox between the Moroccan Flag, the flag of our forefathers and “Our Flag”, The Moorish Flag is on time and historically in order. Inshallah (if it is God’s Will), this brief excerpt on The Vexillology of The Moorish Flag will lighten their burdens so they can be about the business of being themselves.

Noble Drew Ali, made the so-called NBC conscious of the 2/5ths (Nationality and Divine Creed) stolen from their Birthrights by the United States. Equally as indispensible, He taught them they are a new, clean and pure Nation. Drew Ali is the last Prophet in these days and the only Holy Messiah born from amongst the fallen Sons and Daughters of North America. He taught them how to draw from the inherent powers of their ancient forefathers. Drew Ali left the Moors with a wealth of infinite wisdom.

The Armistead Rebellion, Dred Scott Case and Noble Drew Ali all cited the status of NBC deludes to slavery and cannot become a true citizen of The United States or any free national government. Why have Moorish Leaders been pointing for Moors to seek conformity under the flag of the USA? And anyone with any international education will surely attest the Flag of Morocco and its Treaty with the USA cannot muster enough autonomy to salvage the NBC or Moorish Americans as long as they are under the jurisdiction of the Status Quo. Where is the constituted government of the Moorish Americans? Why have we not proclaimed our free national name to be recognized by “The said Government” in which we (are supposed to be) living in and (recognized before) the nations of the earth? Noble Drew Ali wrote: being NBC People are sinful ways. This is why Allah, the Great God of the universe, ordained Our Prophet to redeem his people (The Moorish Americans) from their sinful ways. There are some who claim to know Noble Drew Ali, as the Founder of the MSTA, a mostly religious organization, but only a very few that know “He is an Angel of The Great God sent to bring them the everlasting gospel of Allah.” It is this Holy Prophet, ordained by Allah that has raised millions of Moorish Americans by the sound of his voice to hearing their one free National Name for the first time. Traditionally the people among who their Prophet is born are the last people on earth to recognize their Savior. Hence today less than 90 years after His transition to the Soul Plane, there are at least 22 versions of His ‘One Temple’ with 8 annual Chicago Conventions held between September 15th and October 20th. From this great Masonic-organizational divide, have spurned dozens of national interest groups, Nation of Islam, LLCs and Muurish Tribes from The Great Seal Muurs to Nuwabians and Washitahs to some form of He-Brewed Israelites. None of these splintered fragments existed until after the MSTA busted into fragments upon the departure of Noble Drew Ali on July 20, 1929. Still, it is the Moorish Americans as a people that will recognize Our Flag and its own sovereign land to be planted in. When? Now!!

Let us begin with the Vexillology of ‘Our Flag’ and several other Flags and Banners the awakening Moorish should know about. We will begin with the three master questions and answers from the Questionary for Moorish Children as written by our Prophet Noble Drew Ali:
The Divine Vexillology
Of
The Moorish Flag

#19. Q. What kind of a flag is the Moorish?
   A. It is a red flag with a five pointed green star in the center.

#20. Q. What do the five the five points represent?

#21. Q. How old is our flag?
   A. It is over 10,000 years old.

"A True National Flag Represents The Heritage, Natural Strife,
and Principle Staple Of Its Especial Nation"

Swift Angel #1

Of all sciences known to man, history has become the least exact. Nevertheless the divine origin and true history to the Flag of America’s Mystery-People is about to unfold. This long awaited revealing of The Moorish Flag and its mysteries, into public domain, is another fulfilling to the prophecies of Noble Drew Ali. The Moorish Flag is the unsung banner of a new, clean and pure Nation. The Moorish American Nation was conceived in divinity and legally brought forth on this Continent in 1865 at the Congressional ending of slavery in The United States of America. As this new nation awakens, from the most devastating blow of Chattelization in human history, a search for its flag would inevitably follow the consciousness of its new name. A true national flag represents the heritage, natural strife and principle staple of its especial nation. Therefore, the true flag of this new nation should not contain the same stripes, bars, crosses, predators and closed-stars of their oppressors. “Our Flag”, as distinguished by The Holy Prophet, is the ancient flag of our Forefathers and well over 100,000 years old. As reiterated throughout this document, The Moorish Flag is as old as the fall of man itself.

The ancient Kemetian say “No finite mind can comprehend things infinite”. The minds and hearts of men have evolved to a higher consciousness and are ripe to receive peace through strife. The timely release of The Moorish Flag is in accord to the prophetic return of the Rejected Cornerstone of immutable truth and justice. During an age of information, that which is old appears as new and the new is discovered as old. Although The Moorish Flag will often appear as new as “This is a new era of time now” it has been known lovingly by the national vanguards of The Moorish Divine and National Movement. ‘Our flag’ will bewilder many, peek the curiosity of millions, raise the doubts of unbelievers to a level of self-destruction and still fulfill the prophecies as its deliverance answers the prayers of untold billions. Noble Drew Ali said, “For they (true American Citizens) will be happy to see me bring you (The Moorish) out of darkness into the marvelous light.”

Oppositions, Oppositions, Oppositions

Albeit the great revealing of The Moorish Flag will bring to light those who have been working underground like moles, to keep the so-called Negroes, Blacks and Colored (NBC) People permanently
detached from but yet vulnerable to all nations. They will reluctantly come to surface, from the lodges, Churches, Mosques, Synagogues and Temples of the pretended wise, with the dirt of doubt on their heads. The minds of these lesser Gods will question the origin and authenticity of ‘The Moorish Flag’ mainly for two reasons: (1) they are still caught-up on the ‘Red, Black and Green’ Banner of Marcus Garvey’s Enterprises. Or, (2) they frivolously hoist the Flag of Morocco, Africa and/or the flag of The United States as their very own. Sadly, they have no stately command, power or jurisdiction of either aforementioned flags nor are such flags their National Banner.

These are wrong answers to the proper questions. If this is not The Moorish Flag, as described by Noble Drew Ali in his Questionary for Moorish Children, than where is The Moorish Flag for The new Moorish American Nation? If either of the aforementioned flags were truly their own ... what is the name of the people from which to match the land where said flag is to be planted? What spurious answers will they give to the rise of the inevitable international questions of Independence? Autonomy? Constitution? Sovereignty? And Jurisdiction of Government? These lawful questions should render the historical support needed to hoist the true flag of any recognized nation. The flag of the illustrious Marcus Moziah Garvey, Forerunner for Noble Drew Ali, was a kind of Business Banner; similar to that of today’s McDonald’s, Exxon’s or Wal-Mart’s. Although his mission was to wake up the so-called “Negro Race”, the NBC was never designed to be a Nation (See: The Negro & The Sardine). The flag of Morocco, like all other national flags, is confined to the Jurisdictional borders of Morocco and Embassies allied in foreign lands. Although Morocco has the first ‘Treaty Of Peace and Friendship’ of the new United States, it has always been powerless to aid the NBC. Here, it should be remembered all the NBC, as opposed to “Free Moors” living in the United States, were and are ‘Nationalized Property’ under the laws of the U. S. Government. It would be an act of war or aggression for Morocco, or any other free national government, to invade the National Property realms of another regime. This is why there has never been a foreign nation that has come to the assistance of the NBC. Albeit these are more reasons in the order to comprehend “What kind of Flag is the Moorish?” it must be researched by its principles, purpose and what it represents.

Whenever a stronger manifest eats a weaker manifest, under the auspices of “survival of the fittest”, it is a reenactment of the Great Fall. Subsequently, the primary reason the greatest of flags has not been known is because it has been shrouded in as much mystery and secrecy as the glorious identity of The Moorish People themselves. When the lion eats the lamb, it shows no gratitude for the grass that gave life to the lamb. When the conqueror relishes in its victory over the conquered, rarely does it consider the history, contributions and noble strife which has sustained the life of their victim. For this reason, it is in the nature the current Ruler to distort, cloth, or eradicate the illustrious history of the dominated hoi polloi. This is because the security which gives history its value has been violated. Ultimately, this usually leaves the description of a crime to be propagated only by the criminal. For over 2,000 years, intensified by the later half-millennium, the European nations have been relentless in their efforts to either distort, cover-up, ignore and destroy the true history of the mightiest of all African Nations.

Selfish Members of various Moorish Science Temples Of America have built a 80-plus-year Wall of Masonic Secrecy in the compliant belief of “Noble Drew Ali is mine and mine alone.” They too have forgotten The Holy Prophet called for “All ye (60,000,000) Asiatics of America to learn and hear to learn the truth about your nationality and birthrights because you are not Negroes.” Each one of several hundred said temples claims to be “the only right Organization”. In truth, each temple is so shrouded in its own holy smoke of piety and self-authorization until neither can see; it is they alone who have caused confusion in the midst of today’s chaos. It has been said, “You are either part of the problem or part of the solution.” This places all MSTAs, which can never be any more than ‘Organizations’ found and chartered under the sovereign States of their Most Worshipful Corporate Master UNITED STATES, are indeed in such strict violations of Act-5 that they fail to see it is they alone who have been
overthrowing the laws and constitution of the Moorish American Government. Although this ‘said Government’ has not publicly proclaimed itself before the nations of the Earth (until now), it will dispel the superstitions of any organization having the power to change man into and out of the descendant nature of his Forefathers. In brief, no organization, LLC, Religious Entities or other corporations will ever have the power to own or otherwise nationalize citizens.

Brothers and Sisters, who call themselves Sheiks/Sheikesses of the various MSTAs but have unknowingly sworn oaths to Greek-based secret societies, are in fact disguising their religious allegiances to the Church and Christianity. Whether knowingly or unknowingly, while they serve these gods of Europe, of whom they know nothing, the lamb remains a staple parcel for the lion. Having sworn their will to these European Masonic Orders, they have no honest will remaining to submit to Allah. As Drew Ali warned in His Holy Instructions: “If you are honest, oaths are unnecessary.” These people and those that accept their teachings, place opposition after opposition to the proclamation of the new Moorish Americans as a nation. One cannot serve two masters. The divide is simple, either one is free to be a God or made a Slave by man for the greedy sake of mankind. European freemasonry is founded upon a murder under the code name “Hiram Abiff”. He was and is the African God Man of the Nile, the descendants of the Ancient Moabites whom later inhabited the Northwestern and Southwestern shores of Africa. Hiram Abiff is buried in the Northwestern graveyard under the RIP epitaph of “Blacks”. The grand purpose of the world’s largest Secret Society is to “Never allow them, Negro, Blacks and Colored People (NBC) to become a nation.” Now, compare this grand purpose with those groups who have sustained the NATIONLESSNESS status of the Moorish Americans since July, 1929. With respect to the principle of Truth, the majority of the members in these masonic-based organizations and nearly a century of subsequent splinter groups mean well and desire their freedom as well as mine but have been hoodwinked by insufficiency of knowledge and hatred. Any time one is taught to love the flags of Morocco/USA, (two countries with documented histories of their Sales, Enslavement and Denationalization) and to hate and oppose their Own Moorish American Nation, Government, National Seal & Emblem and Moorish Flag as brought to them by The last Prophet in these days and times, Noble Drew Ali, accept these teachings because they have fallen in love with abuse, misuse and pains of being Nation-less.

What kind of flag is the Moorish? “Our (Moorish) Flag” must be the same ‘Kind of flag’ as the Flag of Morocco. This word “kind” also gives heritage, roots and nobility to the new nation of Moorish Americans because it links them to all contributions and marks of civilization achieved by our forefathers. (It should be pointed out the NBC, being a man-made man, has no true history, no accomplishments and no worth in prosperity). It must also have a kind of five-pointed green star centered in a red banner and the points of the star must represent Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice. What kind of flag is the Moorish? It would have to be a flag free of foreign and alien jurisdiction. The Moorish Flag is not the kind of flag to be under another country’s Protectorate. As in
the pure nature of its people, it must be perpetually free and infinitely independent of human and ungodly control. Equally so, The Moorish Flag is also the kind of national flag which represents the freedom of its people to write their own history and be themselves.

Whenever Noble Drew Ali uses the terms, “Our”, “Us”, “You”, “Your” or “We”, in his questionnaire, he is referring purely to himself and the Moorish Americans as a nation of People; by rightful possession or responsibility (See: Q-A #1, 13, 14, 17, 21, 22, 35, 40, 50, 63, etc.). Here He refers to “Our flag” meaning “the flag of the Moorish Americans” as an independent Nation of Indigenous People. Drew Ali is not, in any way, teaching about the Moroccan flag of Morocco. Any thoughts to the contrary are to say He is not a Holy Prophet sent to save us as a nation and a sign of weakness and ignorance. In fact during the 20’s Drew Ali had more authority to display the Star-Centered Flag of Morocco, outside of Moroccan soil under French Protectorate than the fallen Kingdom itself.

The new Moorish American Flag is red with the Principles of The Star Circled in the Center. This flag is as new as the sovereign Moorish owners are from slavery yet as old as their ancient forefathers during the fall of man. It shines forth the true meanings of their five Principles above the Pentagram as also willed below. The Star also represents the “Head” or “the Power of Authority”. In this regard, the Moorish Americans are the rejected cornerstone of the human family of nations – returned to their rightful place: the Headlight. There is so much to be revealed about this Ensign for the Moorish Americans, most of which will unfold as their consciousness unfolds. However, as all National Flags express the spirit of each especial nation, so does the Moorish American National Flag depict the glory of a mighty God-Conscious people. At a single glimpse its revelation shows the historical “Moorish Torchbearers of Civilization” and the prophesied era “The Uniting of Asia” and “Uplifting of Fallen Humanity.”

Although Noble Drew Ali often spoke of ‘The Moorish Flag”, he only wrote directly about “our flag” twice. Indirectly, The Holy Prophet referred to the flag of His People every time he reminded them they are a nation. Once in the Moorish Questionnaire (20-21) and, again, in his “Supreme Laws will be handed down to you later.” His promised Supreme Laws are: The Great Quran of Mohammed and the founding of the Moorish Americans as a Clean and Pure Nation with their Circled Seven Holy Instructions and Divine Constitution. The founding is mostly revealed in the course of these opuses for the first time to the public (See: MHK 45:1).

The Circled Principles and Star were originally centered on a pure white banner; White as driven snow. White means Purity; Purity means God; and God means the Ruler of the Land (Q# 93; see: page 15 below). The quadrants of the circle and the three parts of the Scimitar are polished gold. The color gold represents Nobility, royalty and wealth. The polished coat shows the nation grown strong by buffeting and Maafa of every kind (MHK 13:5). A nation still rich with much wisdom to be learned, in these days for the redemption of the sons of men under Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice (MHK 48:5). The green represents fresh life, life everlasting. All of this grandness is in the center of a pure white banner. This is the composition of what Noble Drew Ali calls, “Our Flag”. The Letters “L.T.P.F.” are the High Principles of Love, Truth, Peace and Freedom with “Justice” secured omnipotent in the Scimitar. The Scimitar is the highest symbol from the east to represent justice and has it divine course to defend the other principles. Although the letters of the principles are green, they still burn with the force of "fire”. “The Fire of the Five” which will burn and destroy Hatred, Falsehood, Wars, Maya and all inharmonies of life. The Moorish Flag is One Flag for One Clean and Pure Nation bearing One free National Name yet it represents every nation of the human family. This is the true uniting of Asia with the Moorish Americans at the helm.
A National Moorish Warning

The Three Flags

Adored By The Moorish Peoples Before Their Own and Why

From Prophet Noble Drew Ali's Divine Constitution we are taught: “Negro, Black and Colored People are the names given to slaves in 1779 until 1865 during the time of Slavery.” The Three Flags listed below each have proven histories of conquest, enslavement and denationalizations of the Moorish Peoples. The Moorish are indigenous to Northwest and Southwest shores of Africa, The Americas and all 7,000 adjoining Islands of the Atlantic. These three Flags have had everything to do with the subjugation of the Moorish and very, very, very little to do with their true freedom. Like handcuffs, prisons and other forms of captivity, that which has been designed to restrain, enslave or imprison a man does not also have the power to free you. Neither of these flags recognize the so-called NBC as a people but do own them as property. Be Careful of the Flag (or Flags) To Which You Claim Allegiances, It May Not Be Your Own.

The Flag of Morocco: Should not be confused with the Flag Noble Drew Ali has declared is “The Moorish Flag.” There is an entire era of differences between “Moroccan” and “Moorish.” And there are secure reasons why the Moorish Flag is kind of like the Moroccan Flag e.g. they both derived their genealogy from the Ancient Moabites whom later inhabited the Northwestern and Southwestern Shores of Amexem; modern name, Africa.

The Free National Name ‘Moorish’ is the true and divine name from the consolidation of the ancient Moabites, Hamathites and Canaanite Nations. Similarly, in later years the National Name ‘Israel’ was also formed from twelve Tribes from the holy lands of East Amexem. Due to sin and disobedience a few of these tribes from Canaan (The Promised Land) were enslaved by the Pharaohs until the advent of Moses. Slavery has always been a divine issue, as a form of punishment from The Father God to His Children-Nations of the earth. The Pharaohs named their slaves ‘Hebrews’ as the Moorish would later be labeled as Negroes, Blacks and Colored People by the Kings of Europe. But the aforementioned ancient Moorish were and are the Mothers and Fathers of every kingdom, Tribe and Country west of Kemet, including Morocco. The Moorish Americans are the descendant Sons and Daughters of the old Moorish Empire whom had made Morocco its capital; known as “Egypt of the West.”

WARNING: In the year 1403 Morocco received the Star-Centered Moorish Flag when it was still as “white as the driven snow.” The Moorish Flag is over 100,000 Years Old, as the Flag of Morocco is about 600 years. Later during that same century (1492) Sultan Muhammad III of Morocco, while under the Arabian-Persuasion of His-lam, hid the Qur’an behind his back and betrayed his Nationals of the Moorish Empire to begin the West African Slave Trade. This business of capturing and selling Africans was patterned after the well-established “East African Slave Trade” which had begun centuries before the Arabian born Prophet Muhammed. Under the jurisdiction of the Flag of Morocco
'The West African Slave Trade' became the most profitable commercial business between the European Nations and Governments under the Religious Orders harmonizing Catholics, Muslims and modern Jews.

The reasons why the Moorish had to suffer the worst form of slavery ever imposed upon a people is: “Through sin and disobedience and honoring not the creed and Principles of their Forefathers. This is why the nationality of the Moors was taken away from them in 1774 and the word Negro, Black and Colored was given to the Asiatics of America who were of Moorish descent. Worst yet, they then strayed after gods of Europe of whom they knew nothing.” (MHK 47: 16-17). These 1774 “Black Code Laws” were written during the times the Colonies were still under British Rule. But in 1779 the new United States became a Constituted sovereign Government. 1787 marks the year The Kingdom of Morocco had signed the first “Trade and Commercial Agreement” with this newly formed Government across the Atlantic Ocean. A Most Worshipful Master, President George Washington (A European God of whom the Moorish Peoples knew nothing) and his “First Lady” Martha actually owned over 400 Moorish Nationals during his presidency. This Trade Agreement, better known as “THE TREATY OF PEACE and FRIENDSHIP between Morocco and the United States actually certified the West African Slave Trade. To this day, many Moorish Descendants, still half-comatose from the “Setting Maul” of these two Sovereign Powers, are preaching “Us free now Massa, see, we’s got dis here Muurish Science Treaty wid y’all.” Another Surprise Warning: “The Moorish Peoples were slaves when the 1787 Treaty was written… SLAVES DO NOT WRITE TREATIES. SLAVES do not write NATIONAL CONSTITUTIONS. And nowhere in the history of human slavery has it ever been recorded where SLAVES HAVING THEIR OWN NATIONAL FLAGS!??!

Ironically Morocco fell to the Protectorate of France in 1912 and was forbidden to fly its flag in any of the waterways e.g. Atlantic Ocean, Gibraltar Strait nor Mediterranean Sea. Although France allowed Morocco to fly the Red Flag on land, it could only be displayed without the Star until 1956. This is why Noble Drew Ali always displayed the Moroccan Flag with the inverted Pentagram because Morocco was being punished severely by their assumed European Allies for betraying their own nationals and selling them into slavery. This plain red flag was used as a “Slave Banner” by European Slave Catchers and transporters as they escorted their property within the interior of the United States. Please Moors, WAKE UP! And speaking of “Slave Flag”:

**The Colonial Continental Flag:** was also often called “The Bunker Hill Flag” has a very European based beginning. In fact the foundation of this flag began in London England of the United Kingdom. Noble Drew Ali exposed the “Key” to this British Treasure in Act-6 of His Divine Constitution and By-Laws: “These names (NBC) were given to slaves by slave holders in 1779 and lasted until 1865 during the time of slavery.” 1779-1865 are the dates of lawful constitutional slavery in the new United States. This means virtually every law passed during this period was ratified during the time of NBC Enslavement e.g. Treaty between Morocco and the United States, Amistad, Dred Scott Decision, Emancipation Proclamation etc. European Slave Holders, like any true owner, always name or rename their conquered property, be it land, airspace, water, animal or people, according to their whims and law. It is just a way of proclaiming ‘This is mine sayeth the Lord.’ Bear in mind now, during this time, surrounded by 1492 to 1779 and 1865 to 2012 (totaling 520 Years) The Moorish Peoples were and are undeniably ‘Slaves OWNED under the British Constitution via Her American Corporation of Colonies and later by the independent UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.’ The Continental Flag was first notable during the June 1775 American Revolutionary War in the Boston Harbor at Bunker Hill.
Yet today ‘The Bunker Hill Continental Flag’ has been claimed by a few half-awakened Moorish Sons and Daughters, who also strangely preach “Because they are aboriginal and indigenous to the American Continents and our Forefathers built Mounds, Pyramids and 8 foot diameter African heads before the White Man came, the entire West African Slave Trade’ never happened because they were already here! They also teach the NBC Males were Prince Hall Masons; The first Presidents of the United States; the 1776 Roman Numbers written at the base of the Federal Great Seal Pyramid of the United States actually belongs to the NBC by heritage.” (This date clearly marks the final conquest of Egypt, the Capitol of the Continent of Africa, by the European West.) Yet These sleepy headed Moors proudly boast this “Continental Flag” is their FLAG and notice how we placed the Green Pine Tree on the Red Banner to replace our Star?!

Strange as it may seem, although the “Continental Flag” appears in the upper left corner of this June, “1775 Battle at Bunker Hill” Portrait, it is an impossibility to picture NBC Slaves defending this or any other flag. Not only was Bunker Hill one of the many battles between two European powers but the only real losers of any European-American War between 1492 and 2012, including The Revolutionary War, Civil War, World Wars I and II, is the so-called NBC. At no time in history has Slaves had the power to own a flag.

With all due respect to those who fight for their freedom by any means, the real truth is “Any peoples whom have been enslaved do not have their own flags.” To be powerless is the main reason for slaves being slaves in the first Place. This red flag with the pine tree centered in a white cantor is the original flag representing the British rebellion against its Corporations of colonies established on the east coast of what is now call North America. Ironically, the Colonial Corporation was originally established for profit as well as punishment in the name of the Crown. Little did the “New Jack City” (United States of America) realize it was destined to return to its original purpose less than 100 years after winning its independence from the British Crown. While history is never an exact science, a more accurate history reveals the newly found United States would only sustain its independence, freedom and sovereignty only from 1779 to 1871 before resulting back to her original UK Corporate status. Since 1871 the United States has been CORPORATE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (noted by utilizing all capital letters when naming its self, nationalized properties and incorporated territories; (See: www.USAvsUS.info). Nevertheless, the original Continental Flag was designed and made in London of The United Kingdom with a Pine tree in the upper-left quadrant of a Red Cross. It was designed to express sovereign power and ownership of her Colonial investments in North America. The rights to display national processions, by way of flags, shields, logos, Trademarks etc. is as customary as today’s Golden-Arches Flag over McDonalds or The British Petroleum (BP) Flag being hoisted worldwide to pronounce claim to its portion in the Oil Industries. To the owners, these flags are mere “Business Logos” due to be recognized by other nations of the earth as sovereign properties of an especial Government. Again, Slaves do not have flags because they are not sovereign and do not have jurisdiction over themselves, Territory, Waterways, Airways or Citizenry, etc. What the Muurs/Moors claim with voice and lip and can support with national sovereign powers is a clear case of Truth and Falsehood.
UNITED STATES Flag(s): The Flag of the UNITED STATES is often misnomered as ‘The American Flag.’ Firstly “America” is a Continent and not a country. There are three alliances occupying the continent of North America e.g. Canada, Mexico and The United States. Therefore, unlike Canada and Mexico, The UNITED STATES (USA) Flag should never be called the ‘American Flag.’ This also gives light to the 70’s adopted identity of “African or Afro-American. Again Africa, like America is a Continent and not countries. Unlike countries and natives, Continents do not have a descendant nature. Secondly, the freedom and prosperity of the new “Moorish American” nation, (being the one free national name of 60 million aboriginal people in the north western hemisphere), is not contingent upon the flag of their former Slave Master. As the USA added more States and Territories, another Closed Star was added to its Flag; from the original 13 Nation States to the present day 50 Union States. Still, at no time during this reign were the Negroes, Blacks and Colored People (NBC) considered any more than parcel, chattel or otherwise property in the shadows of the newest ‘Old Glory.’ One of the greatest illusions of the NBC is the misconception of the same government, jurisdiction and Political System which executed powers of self-determination to enslave a people also have the authority to free the same people. This is a hoax. All Freedom is founded from the natural memory and true history of every living creature, especially Humans. NBC, being designed as property, were created from the satanic minds of Europeans without a history or descendant nature. This is the reason NBC People can never unite in a natural strife for freedom because they are the only people on earth with no recollection of freedom. Great Britain, now with London as its Capitol is also the Mother of the United States, Canada and many Atlantic Islands. The UK had constitutionally legalized the enslavement of Africans during the settlement of her colonies on the East Coast of North America. Because The Monarchy and Parliamentary Democracy had complete Rule and Power of Transatlantic Slave Trade. Drew Ali spoke about ‘The Black Code Laws of 1774’ which were actually ratified by this Parliament prior to enactment in the 13 Subordinate Colonies. During this time the U.S.A. was not an independent State as of yet, the Colonial 9th President George Washington was having secret meetings with Sultan Muhammad III of Morocco.

Because of Europe’s infamous lust for slaves, it was only natural for the Colonial Buds of the British Colonies to unfold into a United Kingdom’s Flower: “United Slave States of America.” The British Government had abolished the institution of slavery 32 years (1833) before the United States reluctantly followed suite in 1865 with its 13th Amendment. Yet, as of the year 2012 the UNITED STATES of AMERICA has never been without her staple of African Slaves. But now after being reduced to a Corporation that has passed the Congressional 14th and 15th Amendments, The U. S. A. can no longer have Citizens. This means every person signed into the corporation is now ‘Real Property’ of the U. S. A.

The very Flag of the United States inherently adopted the same Red, White and Blue colors as her British mother’s ‘Union Jack’ Flag. The same holds true in the adaptation to the music of each government’s National Anthem remains the same although the lyrics differ? Meanwhile, with all this undeniable “Mother/Daughter History” the NBC still cannot phantom being ‘Nation-Less Property’ for 520 years. Now confound this ‘UK/USA’ issue with the Flag of Morocco and now Ol’ George Washington’s ‘Setting Maul’ takes on much added weight and thrust to slam the heads of the African God-Men, oops... “Hiram Abiff” into a
grave so shallow it still remains above ground to this day for the world to see. Nevertheless it remains undeniable: The NBC and ‘Nation-less Moors’ have never been free while under these Court-Protected Banners! So, from the three flags clearly representing Morocco, United States and The United Kingdom, how is it mentally, legal or historical possible for any African mind to surmise any of these flags together as a source of their Freedom??? Is it lawfully possible for a hoodwinked Moorish American to not see all three said Governments has established forms of Trade Agreements, Treaties, Contracts or Taken Oaths that has kept Him, all his women, sons and daughters enslaved for over five centuries?? Flags are one of the many national treasures that represent the sovereign powers of a recognized Nation. In brief: No Nation, no freedom. No nation, no national flag. No Nation, no Free National Name (Moorish American). No Nation, no free national Constitution or Seal, Emblem, Land, History, Government nor other Sovereign Treasures. Contrary to unconscious beliefs, none of these three flags has the power to free those whom have been enslaved under their dominion. These very Banners were used to enslave the Moorish Peoples. Now the Moorish Americans must raise their own Flag, The Moorish Flag in proclaiming their freedom.

Why Some Young Moorish Nationals Are On the Right Track but Headed In Wrong Direction

When it all said and done, neither one of the above three flags, when in the greatest of their sovereign powers, represented the freedom of West African Nationals. Although many self-taught Moorish of today has accepted and adopted the above three flags as inherently their own, it is largely because of over 400 years of “Oppression” and “Mental Slavery. Still it does not erase the naked truth: (1) All three flags have been hoisted from staffs forever stained with coats of African blood siphoned from over three hundred million lives of men, women and children during the four centuries of West African Slave Trade. (2) Morocco with its comity of West African Countries, Kingdoms, Nations and Tribes participated and were especially instrumental in the capturing, sales and illegal deportation of their West African Citizens. In these days Ghana and many other West African Countries are now offering dual citizenship and often free land, as a form of Reparation for these Moroccan wrongdoings. (3) Since highlighted year of 2007 revealed decades of the Sudanese Government’s continuation in authorizing the civil wars, genocide and Arab enslavement of its Citizens in Darfur. This too is further western influenced atrocities while under the noble flag of The Sudan. In 2011, The Southern Sudanese has been recognized as a free independent Government. (4) The flag of Morocco, once as white as the driven snow, turned red from betrayal of its nationals, their standards and principles. The Treaty of Peace and Friendship between the United States and the Kingdom of Morocco was strictly between those two governments and they vowed to keep their arms sacred from each other’s land, waterways, resources and properties. This treaty had no mention of, nor anything to do with: the enslaved West African Nationals of the USA now labeled Negro, Blacks and Colored People (NBC). This treaty simply did not and does not apply to Constituted Property of NBC disguised as “Persons” in the 14th & 15th Amendments because the NBC cannot be recognized as free African Nationals nor serve the God of their Forefathers. Still, without authorization or creditability some Moorish cling to this Treaty and Flags as their own; then blame their shortsightedness on Noble Drew Ali. While the Moorish Americans find excuses not want to love themselves enough to unify, become a clean and pure nation and do those things necessary to be recognized by the nations of the earth, still they should learn the enemy who has been made plain before their face instead of bottom-feeding from their own weaknesses. They have grown full of fear and do not remember Drew Ali’s warning: “He who has been an enemy cannot be a friend; man does not mend his faults.” The UNITED STATES Flag has flown over the entire time of Constitutional enslavement of the Moorish and since 1868, for the extended another 149 years of assumable jurisdiction over “all persons (NBC Property) born or naturalized.” Some people will deny Handcuffs are restraints but denial does not alter the nature of truth. Likeso, some Moorish Americans voluntarily close their eye to their
own freedom and expect Western Freemasonry and the Church ‘Give-Us-free!’ More often than not, it is they themselves who give assumable power to these European entities? The head of the so-called Black Man is comatosed and because he has been trained to don a fez upon his head does not remotely qualify him to beat the Western European Freemason at his God-game. The Moorish must have their own destiny and flag if they want to be World Civilizers again. The fight for freedom is never a game because freedom is life itself. A fish would swallow the bait if it knew the hook was hidden in it but if caught, will fight to the death for its sovereignty. Is this why Noble Drew Ali asks:

- **WHAT KIND OF FLAG IS THE MOORISH? (Not Moroccan)**
- **WHAT DO THE FIVE POINTS REPRESENT? (Above As Below)**
- **HOW OLD IS OUR (Moorish American) FLAG?**

**The Flag Of The Kingdom Of Morocco (Modern History)**

The Flag of The Kingdom Of Morocco is a red flag with a five pointed green star in the center. Still, the Flag of Morocco is not our 10,000 year old flag which Drew Ali referred to in His Questionary. Prophet Noble Drew Ali reintroduced this flag to the Asiatics of North America who were under the assumable jurisdiction of the United States Government. These are those who no longer knew who they were and thought they were ‘Negros’, ‘blacks’ and ‘Colored People’. In describing or displaying the Flag of Morocco, Noble Drew Ali never failed to teach His Moors: “This is the flag of your Forefathers.” Time and time again he said … “His nationality is Moorish American” and “Your nationality is Moorish American” Drew Ali, a Master Etymologist, never failed to make the definitive description between “Morocco”, “Moroccan”, “Moors” and “Moorish”. When referring to us, our state, name and status, Drew Ali always use the noun ‘M o o r i s h.’ Moorish was always applicable to us, the descendants of the ancient Moabites. In His Divine Constitution for an example: “The Moorish Americans are the descendants of the ancient Moabites whom inhabited the North Western and South Western shores of Africa.” Here, it must be remembered “To save nations from the wrath of the Great God” is the utmost duty of a Prophet.

The Flag of Morocco is the present day flag of the forefathers of the Moorish. Morocco was the capitol of the old Moorish Empire and has been ruled under various influential cultural names as Carthaginian, Ottoman, Phoenician and Arabian. True Moroccans were the pride of West Africa because of their steadfastness to the Ancient Egyptian Mystery System (Called “Islamism”, “The Old Time Religion” by Noble Drew Ali). Since the eras of the west African bound Hametic, Moabite and Canaanite Tribes sojourning and inhabiting of Tunis, Tripoli, Algeria etc. Morocco, by any name, was well known amongst Africans as being the Egyptian Capitoll in the west and Seat of The Moorish Empire (1500 to 1908). Prior to the Almoravide Dynasty (1062-1125), with the spread of the Arabian version of Islam, an all-white silk Banner, with the green Arabic scriptures “There Is No God But Allah And Mohammed Is His Prophet” was used to represent the Moorish. 702 AD marked the first Moorish Banner was seen by the pale skinned People across the Mediterranean Sea as they were introduced to civilization e.g. streetlights, Universities, Sciences, Architectures, Astrology, cooking and baths for the first time.

The Almoravide Moors handed the white flag custom down to succeeding dynasties (the Merinides and the Saadiens) which signified a platoon of about 100 Muftis (Islamic Soldiers-Scholars) In later years the banner became a symbol of the state until it created confusion in the ranks of the Moors which were divided by the Arab Invasion of Islam. This invasion, under the Ottoman Turkish Rule, demanded strict ‘Denationalization’ of all national name descent and to assume Arabian Islamic (Nationless) genealogy. This lead to the 1492 bloody Arab-Christian Vice-War (El-Cid) against Moors in Granada Spain. This brought an end to 800 years of Moorish Civilization to South, Central and Western Europe hosted by Spain, France and Italy. The few hundred surviving Moorish POW’s were used to
begin what is now known as the West African Slave Trade; compliments of the military bond between Arab Muslims, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella.

The Moorish Empire, especially its uppermost northern kingdoms above the Sahara, suffered a magnanimous loss of tribal Beys, Els, Duns, Deys and Ali, Caliphs, Sheiks Ambassadors and other officials at the onslaught of the Catholic Crusades. Morocco’s ruling Sultans, The Alaouites Tribe, added the green Sulayman (Suleiman or Solomon) Star to the White Banner during the reign of “Sulayman The Magnificent” (Sultan the Law Giver) 1494-1566; (See: Divine Origin Of The Star). The Pentagram was flown in commemoration of the African God-Men of The Nile (Moors) that had sacrificed their lives for the ancient principles of Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice. The Green has always represented “Life, Fresh Life and Life Everlasting” and was later accepted by Prophet Mohammed as the color of Islam. Meanwhile, Sulayman, to the dislike of most Arabs, used the star to remember those of his nationals, while in advancing the land of infidels, whose spirits went to Allah, inherent souls to the hereafter and bodies would never indigenously return. Through the royal line of the Aalouites came the ancestors of His Majesty King Hassan (I) (II) who decreed the banner from “White” to the “Moroccan Red.” This special red, made into a dye for clothes, leather and fezzes was later worn by Moroccan Noblemen and Citizens alike. The new Moroccan Flag was raised every morning at first light and lowered each evening at sundown on the fortress at Rabat and Sale.

The First Flag of Earth

The vexillogy of “The Moorish Flag” is founded in the divine and infinite Creation of man. The reason these truths have not been known is because every culture of nations and their religious tenants has designed the origin of mankind according to their interpretations and whims. Some insist man evolved from Aliens, Monkeys, fish, Feline and other form of mammals. Yet all must learn, finite mind cannot comprehend those things that are infinite. Hence if man makes a flag of his human origin, these carnal ideas may last a little while but has no power to save. By today’s standards of a rectangular cloth with a distinct design, the First Flag of earth was really not a flag at all. This representation was a living manifestation of the infinite life of The Great God and Man, Spirit Man on earth. The original Moorish Flag was ‘White; White as the driven snow’ with a Five-Pointed Open Green Star in the center. Often it is said “The Moorish Flag is as old as the fall of man himself.” As revealed by the Last Prophet, Noble Drew Ali a Kemetian Adept Master, the true age of “Our Flag” (The Moorish Flag) is well over One Hundred Thousand (100,000) years old. This divine origin can be traced by His ‘Questionnaires’ For Moorish Children’s First Question: Q. “Who made you? A. Allah (The great God). Further research of this holy status is revealed in His Circled-Seven Holy Koran’s Chapter One where This Flag of ‘Man from God’ was first raised: “So Spirit-Man as seed of Allah held deep within himself the attributes of every part of Allah. Now seeds are perfect, yea as perfect as the source from which they came...The human seed that came forth from the heart of Allah was full ordained
to be the Lord of the plane of soul and of the plane of things made manifest.”

Q. So why was the first Flag ‘White’? A. “White means purity, purity means God and God means Ruler of the land.” By the word “God” meaning ‘Ruler of the land’ also shows why the Star, in the shape of Man, gives meaning to his being ordained to be the Lord of the plane of soul and earth and all that’s in it. White represents the purest form of vision, prescience and colors. The spirits and essences of life and all living creations are white until it reaches the rate of atmosphere. When metal is superheated to the melting point it becomes white and flowing. As it cools down to the rate of thermosphere it becomes various degrees of red as it hardens to immobility. Such is the life of man; from the heart of Allah to the fall non-thinking flesh / non-reasoning of hue-man. The Star in the center of the white shows ‘Spirit Man came forth from the heart of Allah.’ But when man fell, he fell ‘Head First.’ The entirety of the fall is simply because he no longer used the Divine Will to think or reason and understand as the Perfect Seed from the Heart of White from which he came and The Great God is Love. Like an upside-down tree, man now grows from the roots in his crown. A living dramatization of his fall would be the seven Chakras in reverse; better known to the Moorish as ‘The Circled Seven.’ The crown Chakras (Sahasrara or Full Lotus) represent dedication to the Infinite Wisdom and faith is the Higher Self as God, the only true sensation. The bottom Chakra (Muladhara or Kundalini) is the last stop at the base of the spine between defecation, ovulation, menstruation, ejaculation, urination and other false sensations. Mastering the Seven Chakras means to reverse the fall into a consciousness of infinite wisdom. This ‘Upside Down Star’ was often displayed by Noble Drew Ali with the Flag of Morocco after the Moroccans reversed the Divine Principles of Love Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice” to “Lucifer, Shatan, Devil, Dragon and Beast.” This is why Noble Drew Ali taught his Moorish Kin to say stand above the negatives and upon righteousness by proclaiming “Once again I rise.”

Q. When and why did the White Moorish Flag become Red? A. The Moorish Flag turned red in defense of the infinite principles of Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice (LTPFJ). Spirit man is the living Principles and is himself LTPFJ. The Moorish Peoples are a comity of the ancient Moabites, Hamathites and Canaanites. They were assigned by the Old Pharaohs to cultivate and civilize the western world (All land and waters west of Kemet to the Hawaiian Islands, this is the Old Moorish Empire of Amexem). The Moorish founded many Kingdoms, Tribes and Countries in Northwest and Southwest Amexem e.g. Tunis, Tripoli, Algeria, Ghana, Nigeria, etc. and made Morocco the Capitol of the Moorish Empire. But over eight hundred years of amalgamating and marriages into the Pale-skinned nations of Europe, namely Italy, Sicily, Sardinia and by 1460 the Moorish had misplaced their holy instructions. Meanwhile Morocco, who had received the White Moorish Flag in 1403, had also come under the influence of the ‘Arabian version of Al-Islam.’ Arabian Islam was not and is not the same as written in the Holy Qur’an. Today’s Islam is not the same as was taught to Prophet Mohammed (for 23 years by the Egyptian Adept Master He called His ‘Angel Gabriel’). This religious influence combined with the greed of the Roman Catholic order and allegiances of Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand of Europe quickly caused Morocco to commit treason against their Moorish Nationals in Spain and other parts of Europe. Under the “Either Faithful or Infidel” powers of Arabia, who remains determined to overrule all African contributions to the world, Morocco changed the representation of the Five Points of the Star from LTPFJ to mean the “Five Pillars of Islam.” In 1492 the Kingdom of Morocco, first founded by their Moorish ancestors, spearheaded a final assault upon their national Moorish Mothers and Fathers in Spain. Those Moorish who survived the Friday massacre in Granada were used to begin the West African Slade Trade that would last until the advent of Noble Drew Ali. This is the when and why The Moorish Flag was changed from pure White to Red, in defense of the Principles. Morocco would later sign a 1787 Joint Trade Agreement, known as “The Treaty of Peace and Friendship between Morocco and The United States of America. This Trade Agreement would become a testimonial authorizing Morocco’s sale of African Nationals to United States President George Washington, a Most Worshipful Master of The West.

Originally, when the Flag was white the principles of LTPFJ were forever used to build, enlighten, educate, advance, civilize and cultivate the world east of Egypt known as ancient Canaan land.
Thus, the flag remained white because it was always about the creative and governing powers of The Great God. Ask any Master Historian of China, India, Asia and Himalayas etc. and they will tell you “These principles of LTPFJ from Egypt are the true foundation of our culture.” These Five Highest Principles ever known to man are the keys to civilization and can only be used by a pure and clean Nation of Gods on earth. This explains the inevitable conquest of the Moorish Peoples, as the only Cornerstone of Divine light, had to be rejected by nations of the world until they learned the darkness of the Beast. Now the last Prophet, Noble Drew Ali when returning the Five Pointed Star of ‘Old Glory’ placed the Green Pentagram to the center of White Four Quadrants circling the representations of The Five Principles of Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice. White means purity and the circle is the perfect symbol. He kept the flag Red to remind the Moorish clean and pure nation of The Great God’s Work they have been appointed to do. This appointment has been ordained since ancient times for the sovereign powers of National Defense have now been returned to the Moorish of the earth.

**The Five** points represent Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice  
**The Green** of the Open Star represents “Life, Life Everlasting.”  
**The Openness** of the Star glorifies the Boundlessness, Omnipresence and Infinite capacity to be God.  
**The Shape** of our Pentagram is symbolic of the shape of a Free Upright Man: Head, Right Arm, Left Arm, Right Foot and Left foot.  
**The White** means Purity and Purity means God. The Circle is the perfect symbol. The Quadrants represent the Four Sacred Schools of Thought now being taught universally through the Holy Prophets Confucius, Buddha, Yehoshua and Muhammed.

---

**The Moorish Flag**

**The Divine Origin Of The Star**

The Moorish were the first Gods on Earth to make a graphic representation of the North Star as an entryway to his Universe. The Head, R-Arm, L-Arm, R-Leg and L-Leg of the Pentagram are the only star shape oneness that can be drawn unicursally, in the expression of a single line. When these organs are written in reverse, as English is to Arabic, the letters spell A-L-A-H; Allah. This captures the boundlessness of Immanuel (The Great God In Man). This is why The Holy Prophet in all his teachings, sermons and laws, always kept the principles of **Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice** out front. They are woven in every fiber of the Moorish American being; from their Constitution to their By-Laws, from their Holy Koran to the Proclamations, from the Moorish American Prayer to The Moorish Flag, Moorish Seal and every hall of learning. Therefore, it is standard to expect the Five Highest Principles ever known to Man to be personified in the hearts and minds of every Moorish American.
Noble Drew Ali said these Moors “… were driven out of the land of Canaan, by Joshua, and received permission from the Pharaohs of Egypt to settle in that portion of Egypt” (MHK p.3). When the Ancient Moabites originally inhabited the land called Morocco, they were guided by the brightest morning star called Venus. Venus rotates from East to West. Venus is the most brilliant of planets in this Solar System; because it is closer to the Sun yet, nearly the same size as Earth. Venus is seen in the Eastern skies immediately, before and sometimes during sunrise. It is not a “Fixed” star due to its orbital rotation around the Sun. Still, the Moors, traveling from East to West, kept this “Eastern Star” at their backs until they reached the Western extremities. It was not uncommon for Moors to travel by the stars. They were the world’s first Astronomers and Navigators, (Moor means “Navigator”). Nevertheless, this is how the symbol of the Pentagram received its beginning by the Ancient Moors. It was not just a diagram but also indeed, a national tool of science for the “Torchbearers of Civilization”.

Sheik Sharif Abdul Ali (Noble Drew Ali) said of our flag: "What kind of flag is the Moorish? It is a red flag with a five-pointed green star in the center”. When the Ancient Moabites first established their Banner, it was a replica of their journey of peace and plight of civilization with new life. Therefore, the original flag was as “White as the purity of god” with an open Green Pentagram in the center. “White” representing God’s Universal Creativity and “Green” meaning the manifest of that Creative Fate through the God-Man on Earth.

The Center (Circle) represented man as the most favored of God’s creations. The All-Seeing Eye of Allah.

The White background represented purity; purity means God and God means ruler of the land. (Q. 93).

The Green of the star represents, “New Life, Life Everlasting”.

The Openness of the Star represents the Spirit of Freedom, infinite powers to create and to govern; El’s and Bey’s.

The Singleness of the Star represents its independence, oneness of humanity, which precludes the idea of One Great God.

The Uprightness of the Star represents its fearless balance and perpendicular stand in deific life (God Man); Man’s receptiveness from force to self-empowerment.

The Points of the star are called Pentagrams. They always represent Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice, as long as the Star is in its perfect upright position.

Pentagrams are the expressions of the Science that breeds from the Higher Self of every Moor’s mind. These points encompass 72 degrees x 5 Highest Principles known to man and this Star describes man’s every phase of life in a single expression.

The singleness of the Star represents its freedom, independence and obedience (harmony) to the Great God. The North Star, of the Moorish American Flag, is also a sign of their constancy and polarity to the human family; the fixed stability of the Seraphim. Still, all of these great things of divinity evolve 360 degrees around the executive principle of Love. The first point is always Love. Yet, these five Divine Principles are not a new philosophy. The Ancient Moors practiced these ethics and holistic values on a daily basis. During the latter ten thousand years, in olden Kemet (Egypt), the antediluvian Order of “MAAT” was foundated upon the three steps of:


The destiny of Man, Spirit Man, was fixed by the Triune Allah of Wisdom, Will and Love in the days of Creation. The Principles of MAAT were: Harmony, Truth, Balance, Right Order and Justice. Noble Drew Ali, an Egyptian Adept Master Prophet, returned these ancient Principles to the Moorish and sealed them in the omnipotence of their flag.

Note and Analyze:
The Five-Pointed Open Star

The Openness of The Five Pointed Upright Star Represents Freedom In A Single Expression. The Interlocking of The Five Pointed Star Represents The Infinite Perfection of The Circle; Man’s Perfect Symbol.

Historically the European psychic has never been able to understand the infinite and spiritual Circles-of-Life in Africa. They could only pillage the nationalized tangibles of Africa, never its truths and spirits. Subsequently, this ignorance is always coated with taboos, paganism and scholastically refurbished as meaningless versions of cultural cults. Unfortunately these White man’s words are digested as gospel among the sons and daughters of former slaves.

Here, are the return of the ancient principles, which were taught to Abraham, Moses, Solomon, Jesus and Mohammed being emblematized in the five points of the Moorish Star, by Sheik Sharif Abdul Ali (Arabic for Noble Drew Ali). These grand moral guidelines are displayed twice in the Moorish American Flag. Once above the Star, upward from the Scimitar, and again represented by the five points of the Star (Q# 20). This is due to the fact these Divine Principles are the original attributes of Allah and they are the breath of life into the soul of every ancient Moor; in essence, As Above, So Below. This is also the North Star because it is the only light of stability in the Northern hemisphere. Like so, the Moors are also the only light, transferred from the East and buried in the shallow grave of the Northwest continental Americas.

The Principles above are the Holy Spirit (Truth) found in Sura 2:87 of the Great Quran. The Moors call this Truth “Allah” or “Holy Breath” (Q#50). It is the life in Man. He, himself must be The Truth in order to be himself, Free (John 8:32). The Sword is also the level, or balance of equality, from which the star is plumbed. The contact point, centered at the convex of the Scimitar and the Head of the Pentagram, represents the fruition of a Moor’s consciousness. This is the consciousness of “The Deification of Man” and the wisdom that Allah and Man are one (MHK 7:23). It means the will of a conscious Moor is to forever be in harmony with the Will of Allah. This is how man truly receives his divine nectar; from which cometh his strength. A Moor, no matter the gender, is ever mindful (conscious) that to not be upright and aligned with the Father of the Universe is to beckon the wrath, which men call “Hell”.

Moorish (Adept) Principles
Love
Truth
Peace
Freedom
Justice

Egyptian (Maat) Principles
Harmony
Truth
Balance
Right Order
Justice
The profound Vexillogy of the Moroccan Flag is its origin is squarely rooted in The Moorish Flag. The Flag of the Moorish is the Mother of all Flags. It is critical for all Moorish Americans to learn this trivia because it was this Flag which represented them as “Torchbearers Of Civilization.” It personifies and warns all other nations of the purpose of this new, pure and clean nation identified as the Moorish Americans. When speaking about the true existence and plight of the Moorish American nation, Noble Drew Ali warned: “All nations of the earth in these modern days are seeking peace, but there is but one true and divine way that peace may be obtained in these days and it is through Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice being taught universally to all nations, in all lands” (MHK 46:9).

The true purpose of this new Moorish National is to re-civilize and to free all other nations of the earth with Truth: as they, themselves have become free. Then men shall see the new Heaven and the new Earth as foretold by the Prophets. Moors are the Vanguards of Peace on Earth. Those who display the Scimitar and Star are the people who represent the Higher Self. It is also the symbol of Angels manifested in human flesh. Their sole purpose is to restore peace among the nations of the earth (Q#39). Peace is the true flow of spirit life; it is harmoniously active yet never passive.

“Our Flag” is to be flown throughout the Moorish American Government; all of the said government’s Nationalized properties and businesses and with all nations and all lands where the Holy Principles of Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice are practiced. “Our Flag” is the only National insignia to the freedom of the Moorish Americans, etc. It clearly sounds the long awaited return of the Moors!! “The Return Of The Ancient Ones”!! It further proclaims the end of mental slavery and the light of still much wisdom to be learned. Indeed, it is impossible to enslave a conscious people. “Our Flag” also says, We, the Moorish Americans, are the major writers of Moorish history and only the assurors that our contributions to humanity will be written right. But, in order to understand the divine and worldwide significance of the Moorish American Banner, one must examine each of its symbols with care.

The Moors, known as “Imazighen” (Men of Noble Origin), were the true indigenous people of Morocco. They had no objection to the religion of Islam, as perfected by Prophet Mohammed as a completed favor to his people (Sura 5:3). After all, they recognized their own “Old Time Religion”, (Q. 16–17-18), founded by their Ancient Forefathers. In fact, Moors accepted Islam, (Hotep, and Islamism), as early as drinking water (See: Religious Controversy). The conflict came, not with West Africans submitting to Islam, but in the Arabs demanding Moors to denounce their heritage and Moorish genealogy and profess being “Arabians”. Under the color of ‘Islam’ these Mohammedans were actually imposing Arabian Nationalism. Those Moors who complied were made Caliphs, Sheiks and assorted rulers. Those who bucked were slandered as infidels, heathens and non-believers; considered as outcasts and only worthy of slavery or death. Especially, the Moors whom had brought culture, sciences, architecture and civilization to Spain, Portugal, Italy and France. They were called Morocco (lat. Spanish) and Moro (Maurus) in French.

Actually that (683) invasion marked another step down into the Great Maafa, the African Slave trade (See: Freemasonry and Why Are We Moorish Americans?). Now, the Flag of the Moorish, a Red Flag with the five pointed Star in the center, like the Great Moroccan Kingdom itself, would be destined for shrinking alterations. These changes of its boundaries, histories and powers would be exchanged from the Arabs to the European new world orders or as the U.S. Marines sing, “From the Halls of Montezuma to the shore of Tripoli” (Africa). After the Sultan of Morocco financed the 13 Colonies to win their Revolutionary War to become the United States, he signed the first treaty with General/President George Washington. Although this treaty, (still in effect), was written to protect the Moorish Nationals enslaved here; old “Slave owner, George W.” put the Moorish flag away in a Philadelphia vault. This Congressional Denationalization of the West African Moors is steeped in symbolism and high levels of judicial etymology. To this day, the Red and Green flag is noted as: “George Washington chopping down the proverbial Cherry Tree” (brilliantly revealed in the 2004 Movie Production of the United States’ secret
burial of the Moorish, entitled: “NATIONAL TREASURE”). Needfultosay, being Freemason, old George Washington “could not tell a lie”!! Yeah, right!!

Naturally, the world famous “Forked Tongue” of European Nations deceived the Moorish-Arab Sultan, as they had for a thousand years. So, after the United States (Jubelum) came to power, it was Portugal and France (Jubela), her “Lodge Brothers”, who would conquer Morocco (See: Freemasonry). Under this conquest, (which lasted past it’s regained 3-2-56 Independence into the 1990’s control of Morocco’s Western Sahara by the “Polisario front”), the Great Moroccan Empire had lost its Five-Pointed Star from its Red Flag. The Holy Green Pentagram was not returned to its plain Red Banner until the advent of Noble Drew Ali.

Between the years of 1905, 1911 – 12, the Europeans of Germany, Spain, Portugal and France were in a serious tug-of-war to the Anglo-French entente over Morocco. This, coupled with Moroccan tribal rivalries, lead to the ouster of Germany and, to Morocco under French (rule) Protectorate.

Prophet Noble Drew Ali, in August of 1912, with full authority of Sultan Abdul Aziz Ibu Saud of the Holy City of Mecca, Sultan Fuad of Egypt and the Grand Lodge of England-France, told “Our Ruler in Morocco” – Sultan Hassan I (Q# 34), there would be no peace until the “Star is returned”. Albeit European’s heart was hardened in Morocco. 1914 marked the outbreak of Europe’s First World War, which claimed 10 million lives and over 20 million wounded. In 1915 AD, the sacred Five Pointed Star was placed back in the center of the Moroccan Red Flag, in Fez, Morocco. The Prophet had retrieved the original Moorish flag from the congressional vault during the Gubernatorial Campaign for the Presidency of Woodrow Wilson in 1913. It was a great wonder that Noble Drew Ali actually displayed the Moroccan Flag, here in the United States, two years before it was actually returned to the sovereign soil of Morocco. He displayed it upside down, beside a backward-turned United States Flag, as a sign they both were in adversity of their principles. There is a picture of Noble Drew Ali with Secretary Sheikess, Christina Price Bey).

Speaking of the U.S. flag, the term “Old Glory” was first applied to immutable Moorish Flag because of its heavenly brightness by Venus and its ancient history of being the Mother of all flags. “Old Glory” could never intelligently be applied to a flag that’s only been around for a historical minute; and changed numerous times between 1780 and 1960.

Oh! How the mice played as the great African lion of Judah slept at mid-day.
The degree (day) of Venus is Friday. This day is also the Holy Day for Moslems (Monads) all over the world (See: Act-2). Venus is also symbolic of the Great God’s love in placing Man above the Angels and all other living things in all worlds, seen and unseen. This is the First Flag and it was called ‘Glory to God’ or ‘God’s Glory’. To the Ancient Moors, Torch Bearers of Civilization, it symbolized the consciousness of God in Man. The Flag of the Moorish:

Other Historical Facts About The Star:
In 3500 BC at Ur of the Chaldees, birth place of Abraham, the star was used to represent nobility. Abraham, through his sons Ishmael and Isaac, became the Great Father of today’s Muslims and Jews.
The Star became a symbol of Truth amongst the Hebrews, and the original Seal of Solomon.
The star did not take a turn for the worst, from divine to naught, from upright to upside down and from positive to negative until its European perception. It has been in the nature of European hierarchy to destroy, dilute or reverse African contributions to the world. It almost seems as though they get pissed off, to the lowest level of piss-tivity, just to know people of hue were the first to people the Earth (go figure). Anyway, this is when the star went from sugar to shucks! To them, it became known as:
• Underground womb (Egypt)
• Godhead (druids)
• Underground Goddess (Celts)
• Chi-rho Symbol (Constantine)
• Endless knot (medieval)
• Goat’s Head, Horned God and Witch’s Foot (Christian Concept)
• The Goat ‘Baphomet’ (Eliphas Levi)
• Inverted Star (Eastern Stars)

The Moors used this banner again after they circumnavigated the continent of Africa, when it included Havilah (Arabia), over ten thousand years ago. But, with the aforementioned invasions, the whiteness of the original Banner was turned Red in defense of its Principles. Moorish blood began to pour like rain from the Islamic infiltration of Arab conquest that began in the Seventh Century.

The Divinity Of The Moorish Flag

The divinity of the Moorish Flag is the assuredness of man, Spirit Man, will reach deific life; that the sum of his life is spent to build the temple of perfected man. It represents the meaningfulness and resolve of People of God. {People of God should never be equated with carnal man’s fad of “God having a chosen People”. This term was contrived by lesser gods, drunk on the wines of the ego, to suggest The Creator of all Humans is a racist and needs to discriminate from among His perfections.} The Creation, fall and omnipotent exaltation of every man and woman is personified in the world’s oldest flag because…. Spirit Man is an absolute thought and perfect essence of The Father of the universe. Of the Seven Created Certainties, the essence of Man being made in the image and likeness of The Creator is the most resolved. The First flag illustrates this universality and boundlessness of The Great God’s Love.

At the dawning of the First Civilization, when man realized his human state had fallen earthbound, the pattern of the flag was designed from the form of feeding from his native (Spirit) plane. When the flag was first flown into existence it was the embodiment of man’s circle of life divine and immutability of man himself the truth. The plane of soul, Earth and flesh are manifest of the sluggish wills. These wills became lethargic when the plane of thought reached the rate of atmosphere where all living manifests had a dependence upon the breath for existence. In these slower rhythms the stronger began to consume the weaker manifest and what we now know as survival of the fittest became a fact. The Moorish were the first Gods to people the Earth and became known as “The Torchbearers Of Civilization”. After the Great Earthquake, when the Earth had to undergo a Second Civilization, their descendants would become the world’s first “Seafarers.” With The Great Banner flying at high noon the Ancient Ones founded the world’s first Religious Creed for the redemption and salvation of mankind on Earth, to open wide the doors of civilization. Today their Children, The Moorish Americans, hold the key of civilization which was and is in the hands of the Asiatic nations. The Moorish, who were the ancient Moabites and Founders of the Holy City of Mecca. The Moorish developed space travel, air communications, architect, agricultural, governments and all sciences currently used by man since the days of Atlantis, LaMuria and latter day Kemet, the capitol of the dominion of Africa. The divinity of these wonders and mysteries were all encompassed in insignia of The Moorish Flag, the true ‘Old Glory.’

Why Does The Saudi Family Have “The Moorish Flag”?

The Scimitar and Star Symbol of the Moorish Flag is embedded on the walls of the Royal Palace of The Saudi Family in Saudi Arabia. So, why does the Saudi family have “Our Flag”. Answer: The Arabians have been stealing pure Africans since Arabs have claimed to be the seed of Hagar. No other olive-skin Nation has a more notorious history of capturing and enslaving Africans, longer and with more business like efficiency, than Arabians? From the job specs of Professional Slavery, no self respecting Slaver will steal another national of the Human Family without knowing his and her historical value. Arabs have always known the Gods of Africa are the Mothers and Fathers of the Human Family,
Asiatics and Moslems. In addition to allowing Europeans to enter Africa through their East gate, Arabs were the first African Nation to hide the true Hametic-Cushite History and Moorish scientific contributions from the pale skin Nations of the North. Europeans received their first injection of African Slavery from the bloody spike of Arab Slave Addicts. What nation of African People would know the true history of the so-called NBC better than those who have been stealing and selling them for over 3,000 years? It was through Arabia the European invaders would view the sun-kissed brethrens as worthless. In fact, there is another lost-found Nation of “Siddis” Africans in India (See: Who are the Siddis of India) and Millions of Sudanese who are victims of the Arab National Slaving Business. The Arabians have stolen so many Moors from Africa until the slaves have formed themselves into whole nations e.g. Haitians, Jamaicans, Cubans, Nicaraguans, San Salvadoreans and Moorish Americans in the United States. All of these are Moorish Moslems stolen by Arabians during the East and West African Slave Trades. And like the little boy, who threw the rock then hid his Holy Qur’an behind his back, Arab Governments, to this day, has denied any knowledge of African enslavements. Ironically, like all oppressed people who suffer from Stockholm Syndrome, the NBC are the only people who accept this denial.

After Noble Drew Ali proved His Prophethood before Hierophants of Egypt he made his only pilgrimage to Mecca. While there, He met with Sultan Abdul Aziz Ibu Suad, who was the head of the holy city of Mecca and a direct descendant of Hagar. The great Prophet of Ali honored The Sultan as a true descendant of Hagar and chief protector of the Islamic Creed of Mecca, which began with Mohammed The First, the founder of the uniting of Islam. Ali proclaimed “The Key of Civilization was and is in the hands of the Asiatic nations. The Moorish, who were the ancient Moabites, are the founders of the Holy City Of Mecca. His forefathers are the true and divine founders of “Islamism”, the first religious creed for the redemption and salvation of mankind on earth. We, the Moorish Americans are returning to Islam, which was founded by our forefathers for our earthly and divine salvation.” With this Drew Ali retrieved the Moorish Flag from the Saudi Family and returned it to the Moorish of the Americas. Ali later honored the Sultan by placing his image in the first edition of the Book Of The Seven Seals, The Holy Koran Of The Moorish Science Temple of America. Those who have seen the 2004 film “FAHRENHEIT 9/11” by, Michael Moore, also saw two brief scenes of The Moorish National Flag. These scenes were cast with the first President Bush and the Sultan in council in the Grand Palace. Who can witness these things and not know Noble Drew Ali is Allah’s Prophet?

Drew Ali Returns The Unbroken Circle

The ‘Circle’ is the most perfect of all symbols known to man. The Circle symbolizes Man’s recognition of the monotheistic universe and his throne upon the order of all living things. The “Truth Circle” began with the illimitable thoughts founded in all the Great God’s creations. Noble Drew Ali described the circle as “The Elohim” or “The Seven Eyes of Allah”. Within this circle of created fate are the Seven Days wherein all creation and science are super temporally circumscribed (Appendix: Q: 97-101).

The divine origin of the “Circle” was first used by the god-men of Akubu-Lan (Afrika). Akubu-Lan’s first true and divine name is “Amexem” (See Appendix: MHK 47:3). The circle is the first symbol reciprocated by the Afrikan man to denote the perdurable bond deifying Allah and man. The circle is man’s utmost symbol of perfection. It represents the conscious completion of each of the great Seven Days of Creation. The circumference of the circle perpetuates its immutable design and unending thought activity. It is the totality of Alpha and Omega in motion. For this reason, enslaved African Nationals were strictly forbidden to form a circle of two or more. The European Slavemasters’ greatest fear was a circle of Moors. This is because whenever African eyes met they would see The God in each other. Virtually all Slavers feared the infinite abyss housed deep in an African’s eyes; so the “Don’t be
“eyeballing me boy/gal” became a way of life in Slavesville USA. The Master made the Slaves believe his personage was too godly to be looked upon. Needfultosay, here the truth is reversed. He was more afraid of the ‘God’ his Slaves did not see in him as opposed to the greatness they may have seen in each other. The potentiality of his subordinate being able to recognize their own omnipresence was too great for Ol’Massa to handle. This gave strength to today’s “Standing around”, “gatherings” and “loitering” laws. The unity found in a circle could become a weapon of mass destruction.

The circle’s earliest use was a reminder of the deathless god-state of man and the boundlessness of his Creator. There is no other symbol that encompasses both the divinity of Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice with the universal aptitude of man in a single expression. All worlds, the universe and orbital life forms are founded in various circles of a single life. This is why Jesus said, “By the sweet breath of Allah, all life is bound in one” (MHK 10:5). The circle is the only emblem, which transcends all sciences studied by man, e.g. geometry, astrology, chemistry, psychology, religion, death and governments, etc. All laws are communicated through the circle – hence, law governs all events. This power of karmic jurisprudence is often referred to as ‘What goes around comes around’. The diameter of a circle can also house the sum total of a manifest or any of the man-made things, which he developed from thought. For example: a corral, circus ring, an encampment, a body of desires or passions, a law or structure (See: Compass).

The great Circle cannot be improved upon. Although there are some Westerners who will die by their Zodiac Sign. Most do not know the prefix “Zo”, according to Science (Etymology), means ‘Animal.’ Hence the word Zodiac means “World (or circle) of The Little Animals.” The Universal Zodiac is a Chart of Twelve Cycle Ages. The twelve-month calendar year, which draws its powers from the force of the Cycle Ages, is represented by a different animal at the cusp of each month. Each age is about 2100 Years and is represented by one animal per cycle. Men and women of the human family, who have lost their consciousness of God-in-Man, believe heavily upon their “Zodiac Sign” for guidance. It is now the job of Master Minds to teach these wayward souls their perfection rest within the circle and there is no failure for the human soul. The wise know there is no saving power for a God in the world of animals. Besides, where on earth can an animal lead a God? Should man strive to be a perfect crab, fish, lion or Great God? One faces these perpetual realms of “Why?” when he leaves the oneness of his circle of universal life.

The Ancient Moorish Civilizers of Atlantis, Mu and Americas diagrammed and used the circle as a universal emblem nearly twenty thousand years before teaching “Fred, Barney and Wilma” how to make a wheel. Even at that, the rebellious Flintstones later made “the old rugged Cross” in direct defiance of the circle and opposition to God’s creative order. It must also be remembered, our animated friends recently ‘discovered’ the Earth was a circle in orbit, not flat, in 1492.

**The Quadrants Of The Circle**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>90 Degrees</th>
<th>90 Degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Left</td>
<td>Upper Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrant</td>
<td>Quadrant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>90 Degrees</th>
<th>90 Degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower Left</td>
<td>Lower Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrant</td>
<td>Quadrant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notice the absence of the cross and Christianity from these ancient Holy Circles (See: Diagram of “ISLAMISM”, The World’s First Religious Creed). This is because neither The Cross, Doubled Cross, Triple Cross nor Christianity is requisite for the salvation of the Moors. There are unlimited reasoning to the quadrant circles of Drew Ali. The circles are broken into quadrants around both the Circle Seven and the Scimitar and Star emblems. Being an Egyptian Adept Master, The Prophet presented the broken circle to the Moors as four gateways to perfection, to the deific life and to the oneness of God In Man. This is in accord with the first religious creed, Islamism (Hotep) founded by the Ancient Moorish Fathers. The Moorish of Ancient Kemet later called this “The Egyptian Mystery System” because it dealt with “…the surety of the omnipotence of Allah and man; the certainty that man will reach deific life” (MHK 7:26).

These gateways of East, West, North and South or Longitude and Latitude, all lead from the center to the outer bounds of life (See: Diagram). The gateways are also the four elements of Fire, Water, Air and Earth centrifugal from their ethereal planes. Without the science of these four gateways, the knowledge of manifested Life, as known to Man, would be incomprehensible for lack of thinking and reasoning. The four quadrants are also present in the square foundation of the ancient Pyramids. When the pyramid is viewed from the top, its base is perfectly squared and forms the four 90 degree angles. Within the 90-degree angles, are the same elements. At its corners are the four directions (N-E-S-W).

The apex or capstone of the pyramid is indicative of the spiritual heart (wisdom) of man. In fact, it is from this top view when the “Center” (of the circle) is most pronounced. Men call this, “The All Seeing Eye” because it captures all directions and elements at once. Yet, no carnal man can see all sides of the pyramid at once; from a finite point of view. Like so, neither can man understand the unbroken perfection of the circle. Hence, the science of the quadrants, by Drew Ali. Since the Khufu Pyramid is perfectly aligned with the Orion’s Belt, it is easy to see how the 90-degree angles of the square are synonymous with the 90-degree quadrants of the circle. In both the Moorish National Seal (the Circle Seven) and the Moorish American Banner (the Scimitar and Star), the absolute center is found. This center is the heart. It is found in the center of the Number Seven and at the “Contact Point” between the convex of the Scimitar and the Head pentagram of the five-pointed Star.

The Scimitar

(Its Sacred Origin and Purpose)

The Illustrious Prophet El Hajj Sharif Abdul Ali returned the Scimitar to the Moorish Tribes of the Americas. This great emblem of Justice (‘Justice’ is also the 5th of the five great Principles for the Moorish Americans) is yet another inherent Saving Power from their ancient forefathers. The Ancient Moabites were the first to materialize the sword in harmony with universal laws.

Justice is one of the infinite attributes of the Great God, Allah. A sign always precedes Justice. The Scimitar is the only member of the sword family with an ancient history. The symbol of the Scimitar originated in the consciousness of the first physical man; uniting his divinity with manifested matters around himself. The spiritual purpose of the sword is conquest of Truth over Maya, as it was first used by the Cherubim, the Arch Angel of the stations of the sun (Zodiac), (See: MHK 1 and Gen. 3:24). The ancient Moors used the Scimitar to subdue the earth, conquering the wild beasts so civilizations could come in.
Scimitars are the only swords recognized by its distinctive convex. This curved exterior surface represents the perfect circle, omnipotence and the continuous, never ending presence of the Creator. The curved blade, with the shape edge on the convex side, has its weight balanced from the center to the outer most point above the cutting edge. This is in alliance with the centrifugal unfoldment of man’s deific life. Every part of the Scimitar is designed by men of understanding for all men to understand. The Great Scimitar, as returned by Drew Ali, is in the utmost trinity of sections; the Barrel, the Guard and the Blade.

The barrel or handle represents the Great God, Divine Rule and the Government in all creations. It is omnipotent laws, which govern all events. The Guard, represents the Angels, e.g. the Cherubim, Seraphim, Death, Michael, Gabriel, ethereal and cosmic planes which defend stations between infinite wisdom and human knowledge. The Guard delineates the deific will and the course of truth.

The Blade is balance, equality and the level from which the plumb line of man’s consciousness is suspended to the plummet of his actions (See: Tools). The Ancient Ones knew…Equality can only be found in Justice. The Scimitar is the sign of the spirit of Allah’s jurisprudence. The Hindu uses the Sanskrit word, “Karma” to describe the fixed course of justice; man reaps what man sows. Or, what goes around comes around, etc.

The Scimitar also represents Force. Jesus, whose name means Justice (Q#36), said, Force is the will of Allah and is omnipotent. Force changes not, but power changes as the ethers change. Man, and other thinking things, directs the force; when it has done its work the power is no more (MHK 7:14-18). Justice is the principle, used by Force, which keeps the creations of Allah in their designated harmony. Freemasons, with no eye for divinity, assume the Scimitar to mean power – “the power of the pale skin god” and their ideal of force is their Armies, Navy, Air Force and ‘a few good men’; The Armed Forces?!?! O’ look what they have done to our song, Man!??

The Turks and Arabs made the Scimitar renowned to the modern nations of the earth. Prophet Mohammed used a two-edged Scimitar in his re-civilizing of the world; one convex for Force and the other for power. In the 4th Century, B.C., old Damocles had a sword, hanging by a hair above his head, during a feast. It reminded him that the power to a ruler of men is not greater than the force of his Creator. Today, in the Holy City of Mecca, and other Islamic countries, the Scimitar is used for castrations and decapitations of those convicted of various sins and crimes. It is used by a Mufti on Friday, immediately after Juma Services. And, with the chant of “Allah U Ark bar!” he uses the Scimitar to send the body to earth and the soul to its Creator. These public maiming and murders are performed under the governmental glass of “State Executions.” State authorized murders, be they crucifixions, hangings, decapitations or lethal injections are all in defiance of life which man did not give. To carnal man, who has forgotten he is made in the image of The Great God, the threat of death gives the illusion of power and fear but cannot command love.

The Scimitar and Star of the Moorish Americans and Ancient Adepts have been grossly misunderstood and often confused with the “Jewel” of the “Shriners”, the elite, Masonic organization established in the U.S.A. However, the pendant jewel of the Shriners has a lot of other symbols between the Scimitar of The Great God and the Pentagram of man, e.g. Egyptian Sphinx’s head, Fez and the Crescent Moon of Africa’s Islam. In fact, if one were to remove all the pillaged African symbols from the European Shriners logo, it would completely disappear!!

Only two kinds of men lay claim to the Great Scimitar: those who inherited this Angelic symbol of Universal Justice from The Great God through their ancient forefathers and those who “Borrowed” it. The latter secretly whispers its prescience under the cloak of oaths, while the true owners laid comatose from the assault of three Ruffians. This criminal attack was so devastating until many semiconscious Moorish Americans today, even after the advent of Their Savior Noble Drew Ali, are still dazed into
believing the stolen ‘Jewels’ now belong to the thief! Thoughts of this nature derive from the MAYA of mental slavery, in which the ‘9/10ths possession’ appear as law…thus allowing the criminal to describe the crime. Some of these true owners, who have forgotten they are the victims, have gone so far as to identify their Holy Prophet as a member of the same vile seditious band of Jubelo, Jubela and Jubelum, which are the culprits that put their light out! Their sole assignment being to not just put out the light in Africa but to stand Tyler over the shallow grave where the light is buried (See: Freemasonry). No conscious and holy man or woman could equate a Moslem, such as Prophet Noble Drew Ali, in the same breath as being a ‘Shriner’. Therefore, let us forget the falsehood and go with mind of fleshless things to examine the Emblem of the Moorish American Flag because it, indeed, has an ancient history. We began with some Moorish trivia and by defining the Star, Circle and then the Scimitar.

Contrary to modern belief and usage, the Scimitar is not a weapon. Weapons are instruments of destruction and murder (See: The Cross). The Scimitar, in its purest sense is a symbol founded upon the indestructible soul, consciousness and remembrance of man to be God. The constant swing of the Scimitar carries the due course of justice and has the force to separate divinity from matter. Being Human is a built-in consequence for opposing reason. The mighty Scimitar is not controlled by passions, emotions, desires and other weaknesses of carnal man. Nevertheless, the Islamic and Masonic worlds adopted the Scimitar from the Ancient Moors of Africa. Its symbolic use in their holistic way of life represented their faith. They founded the first religious creed, “Hotep, Seauton Gnothi” (Islamism, Man Know Thyself) (MHK 48:6-8). The Adept uses the Scimitar Symbol to the swiftness of infinite thought communicated between the Spirit Father and Spirit Man.

The Scimitar still holds much more wisdom to be learned by the descendants of the ancient Moors, born here in America. “What your ancient forefathers were, you are today without doubt or contradiction” (MHK 47:10). The Scimitar is a Moor’s heritage. No other nation, religious group or secret society can rightfully claim the Scimitar. Noble Drew Ali brought it to light from the Seal of the Moorish American Nation. Like moles thrive in darkness, the warlike nature of the European is powered nocturnally. Likeso, the nations of Europe acquired their new world dominance under falsehood, ignorance, fear and death. But these things would not have been empowered without first placing the light of African civilization under a shroud of darkness.

It is said, “The darkest hour is just before dawn.” This is true of the latter 300 years, of the Piscean Age (2,000 years). Never before in the history of man have billions of people been so deceived as to the consciousness that man is truth; that the Great God and man are one (MHK 7:23). The Scimitar also has been tarnished to appear as a weapon, an instrument of murder and a symbol of fear. As the Moorish hordes awaken slowly in the western hemisphere, the symbol of the Scimitar appeared in the hands of their pale skin conquerors (the Shriners of the York and Scottish Rites of the Free Masonic Orders). And, because this was falsehood, who had donned the clothing of truth, e.g. names like Medina, Mecca, Arabian and Egyptian; plus attired with symbols and dress of Ancient African Mastery and Islamic conquest... the Moorish were hoodwinked into believing, “Freemasonry” to be their god. And today, many precious souls are seeking ‘the light’ where truth is not immutable.

The Moorish had no one to tell them, it was indeed their own forefathers who were the founders of the Holy City of Mecca (MHK 45:2); and the founders and true possessors of the present Moroccan Empire (MHK 46:6). Also, they are the rightful heirs of turbans, Fezzes and the Scimitar. That was until the advent of Noble Drew Ali. So, for the first time in ages, the Great Sword of Civilization is in the hands of the Moorish Americans (MHK 45:2). What people are experiencing today is not true civilization. A world where it’s a shame to enter the world and the destructive departure is glorified! To give life a man hides his face but if he kills thousands, he’s honored. But, “...custom cannot alter the nature of truth; neither can the opinion of man destroy justice; the glory and the shame are misplaced” (MHK 44:4-6). The Scimitar has been ill used and misrepresented since out of the hands of
its rightful owners. The Moorish Americans need not fear the Scimitar because it is their soul’s best friend. A conscious Man would never look upon the Scimitar as a weapon or anything other than a bearer of life. The truth is in the origin and purpose, with the wisdom to know the use. The Scimitar is now in the hands (minds) of the Asiatics of North America. Only they, through their deific will in tune with the Father’s will, can activate the services of the Great Scimitar.

![The Moorish National Flag](image)

The National of the Moorish Americans, also returned by Noble Drew Ali, is “The Scimitar and Star”. Equally important as The Scimitar and Star is “Our Flag”. The Prophet speaks of “Our Flag” in Questions Numbered 19, 20 and 21 in His Moorish Questionary. This symbol personifies the divine inherent traits of the Moorish Peoples and tribes of all times and climes. To understand the Great Moorish Flag, it is necessary to identify the components within the Circle.

“Our Flag” … (Q. #21)

The Holy Prophet speaks of three distinct Nations and their flags in His Moorish Questionnaire for Moorish Children:

1. The Moorish Flag (Q. #19). Our Flag (Q. #21).
2. Morocco (Q. #34), Moroccans (Q. #32)

Most Moorish American Scholars assume “Our Flag” is also the Flag of Morocco. However, Noble Drew Ali taught the Moors time and time again “This (The Moroccan Flag) is the flag of our Forefathers”, meaning the modern day inhabitants of Morocco. And like Father-Like-Son, “Our Flag” is also ‘A Red Flag with a five-pointed green star in the center’. It should be understood ‘Our (Moorish American’s) Flag’ couldn’t be the same flag as the Country of Morocco because ‘We’ are descendants of Moroccans and born in America. Therefore ‘Our Flag’ must be ‘Our Own Flag’; the flag of a new ‘Clean and Pure Nation’. Our Flag must also be over ten thousand years old and a true banner of our civil achievements of those times and climes. Further, ‘Our Flag’ must be staffed and hoisted in ‘Our Country’ of Moorish America in observance of our own Divine Constitution and National Movement. Yes. The Moorish Americans possess their own Flag. The incomprehensibility of this fact draws its strength from the assumed ignorance that the Moorish Americans do legally exist as a clean Nation of People. Still, it is not the Flag of Morocco but of Moorish America! Two things for certain: (1), if you currently believe you are African American, Black or the like, you now have Your Flag to shout about. It is not stolen, borrowed and you do not have to return it. The (2nd) thing for certain, if the Moorish do not accept this flag as their own, they will soon find out the worst is yet to come, as they remain subjugated beneath the flags of their oppressors.

Be Careful of the Flag (or Flags) To Which You Claim Allegiances, It May Enslave You If It Is Not Your Own.
Today, every nation from 1913 until his ascension July 20, 1929, (About 100 years to date), the Holy Prophet of the new Moorish American Nation, Noble Drew Ali, has taught them everything it takes to save themselves as one Nation of People. From His “Questionaries’ For Moorish Children” He began to teach:

**Q - What kind of flag is the Moorish? (Not Moroccan)**

**A – It is a red flag with a five pointed green star in the center.**

**Q - What do the five points represent? (As Above So Below)**

**A – Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice.**

**Q - How old is our (Moorish American) Flag?**

**A – It is over 10,000 years old.**

During the eight (8) decades following 1929 the Moorish peoples, mediated through the organization Drew Ali Founded, The Moorish Science Temple Of America (MSTA), had little to no comprehension of the above questions and answers. Consequently, less than 5,000 of the 60 million Moorish Americans buried in the United States were made privy to the true life-saving powers.

The flag of every nation circumscribes an especial territory and represents the jurisdiction of sovereign Peoples, bearing one free national name. These simple laws are not readily understood by many of the nationless descendants of Ex-Slaves in the US. Holding true to prophecies, most practicing Moorish Americans, still recovering from centuries of mental slavery, do not have a clear conception of what has been brought to them by their Holy Prophet Drew Ali; especially his wisdom of National Flags. This slumbering psychic is not an uncommon side effect displayed by survivors of the traumas of Chattel Slavery and holds true to the divine and national reasons for Noble Drew Ali always displaying the flags of Morocco and the UNITED STATES upside-down and backwards. Yet, today some of his sleepy headed nationals are carelessly using these two flags to represent themselves and what they believe is a Moorish American. These childish thoughts are shared by many versions of the Moorish Science Temple or its members who also claim to be a better ‘Citizen of the USA.’ Still other groups proclaim the First Continental Flag, a red flag with a green Pine Tree in a white canton, as a flag of their Moorish Forefathers. Today, various small groups of the Moorish are attempting to take two or three of these nation’s flags, claiming them as their own national flag, before the United Nations and other indigenous alliances. In the light of understanding, any dark state of confusion will become most evident and palpable before one’s face. Truth being told, Drew Ali introduced three (3) National flags to his people: The Flag of Morocco, United States and a kind of Moorish Flag. All the elder Moorish, who studied directly under Drew Ali, have repeated “He brought us everything it takes to save a nation. Bro Prophet brought Two (2) Flags” (The flag of their forefathers and of their own). Outside of Drew Ali’s Adept Chamber the latter has been a mystery until revealed through His Swift AngEl #1, Dr. Elihu N. Pleasant-Bey, DM.
"If I could just start you to thinking, you would save yourselves." Drew Ali

The Moorish American Flag

PS. For those of you who still love the USA and especially Morocco so much, just ask yourselves “In the last 520 years when was the last time Morocco (Or any other National Government) came to the rescue of the Denationalized Moors (NBC) from under the Roman yoke and laws??? Questions for those who proclaim Moorish yet are in such strong OPPOSITION to the Moorish Flag: Since Moorish American is our one free national name, where is our one free national flag? If the above is not the kind of Moorish Flag that Noble Drew Ali brought or asks His Students about… then what kind of Flag is The Moorish? Does it connect the Moorish Americans today to who their Forefathers were yesterday? Where is the Moorish Flag without a nation to uphold it and the land to plant it upon? Since Noble Drew Ali proclaimed “I have brought you everything it takes to save a Nation, now take it and save yourselves.” Should not our one free National Flag be among his “Everything?” And will any other flag represent the Moorish American Nation by our Principles, boundlessness and purpose to link ourselves with the nations of the Earth through the Uniting of Asia? THINK MOORS, PLEASE. THINK!

To My Moorish Peoples and Nations of The Earth

With Love Divine,

Dr. Akhnaton Pert M Hru Tutankamun Bey,
Swift Angel #1